
Hydrogen electrification 
Off-road

HYDROGEN FUEL CELL SOLUTIONS FROM POWERCELL SWEDEN AB



Time for green energy
Since the Paris Agreement in December 2015, countries, regions and 
 cities have made plans to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions. Some 
countries have set goals to cut their emissions with 50–70% by 2030 and 
reach zero emissions by 2050. To achieve this, all  industries most pull 
their weight. It is time for a real change.
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3PowerCellution Off-road

Adjusting to the future 
Companies and organizations all over the world 
are  in the midst of a conversion to the use of 
green   energy and future-proof energy sources. 
The  off-road industry – often associated with big 
machines used in places like ports and mines – is 
traditionally linked  to the use of  diesel. However, 
this segment needs  to adjust to the  future as well. 
Up until now, the  options have been limited. Why choose hydrogen electric 

solutions for off-road?  
The electrification process across the globe is 
s peeding up, and with this comes a steady and high 
demand to provide energy for the electricity grid. 
In many places, the grid capacity is insufficient or 
pushed to its limits. At the same time, places like 
ports and mines are facing requirements to find 
green  energy solutions for their ongoing busi-
ness and their  equipment. For the off-road mobile 
machin ery, mainly run by diesel, a fuel cell pow-
ertrain can be used. The fact that the various sys-
tems are  complet ely scalable,  enables tailor-made 
solutions for each individual site and its equipment. 
In the long run – in order to reach the climate goals 
 stipulated in the Paris  Agreement – a complete 
hydrogen fuel cells solution in the world’s highly 
polluted ports, is a necessity. And you can be a part 
of achieving it.

The solution  
Diesel is still the most common fuel for the off-
road segment. However, hydrogen and fuel cells are 
already an existing and proven technology. Large 
installations of several megawatts (MW) are being 
deployed in places like construction sites, mines and 
ports. Hydrogen and fuel cells are truly an adequate 
and efficient option to diesel. 
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PowerCellutions hydrogen fuel 
cell systems provide at least the 
same  performance as diesel with 
a true zero emission technology
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Powerful and compact
Our solutions are powerful and robust, yet compact 
and easy to transport if needed. The products for the 
off-road segment have been tested and developed 
according to the standards in heavy-duty transporta-
tion applications and power generation solutions.

Scalable 
We offer system efficiency and our solutions for 
off-road can be connected in parallel for megawatt 
(MW) output. Together with our partners, we  pro-
vide complete, powerful and scalable MW output 
solutions for this segment.

Fast ramp-up time  
With PowerCellution hydrogen fuel cell systems, 
 machines in the off-road segment can still match the 
efficiency that is provided by diesel. The ramp-up 
time is as short as with diesel, making the hydrogen 
fuel cell solution an adequate option to fossil fuel.  
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Helping our customers 
reach zero emissions
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PowerCellution by PowerCell  
– true quality engineering
For 25 years, PowerCell has developed fuel cells for the 
very demanding automotive industry. We believe that  
our technology is the foremost among the world’s top 
suppliers. Today our experience stretches over many 
fields of operation and we have systems  developed for 
marine applications, as well as off-road and  stationary 
power. It is scalable from kW to MW, fuel efficient and 
high performing at low cost. We pride  ourselves for 
working close to our clients, forming relevant partner-
ships and delivering a value-adding, complete solution.

PowerCellution is the international product brand, 
owned by PowerCell Sweden AB. 



Creating power 
through hydrogen
The fuel cell system provided by 
PowerCellution is an important 
part of the process.

Fuel supply

H2 is preferably made from renew able 
energy or electrolysis.

Converts hydrogen into electrical 
energy in a clean and efficient way.

In many cases batteries are 
 complementary to store and  
access surplus energy.

The DC/DC converter to provide 
stabile power output.

Converts the power output  
to alter nating current used in  
normal grids.

Electricity is one of the outputs from 
the fuel cell system.

Recovers the heat generated from 
the fuel cell for further use.

Heat is one of the outputs from the 
fuel cell system.

Battery Energy  
Management

DC/DC

Heat Recovery 
System

Heat Rejection 
/Recovery

Electric Motor  

Fuel Cell 
System
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Contact us
Ruskvädersgatan 12, 418 34 Göteborg, Sweden 
+46 (0) 31-720 36 20
sales@powercell.se 
www.powercellution.com HYDROGEN FUEL CELL SOLUTIONS FROM POWERCELL SWEDEN AB


